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of motion are just the usual ones from j. to 8, plus

~.o'= (1/2~) (sP'P. 'A j+
~ &'= —(1/2~) (-')'"L~ ' o'j+

(4.18)

with summations running from 1 to 8. One cannot
drop p' (or &r') without violating a Jacobi identity.

8U(3) Breakdown

To accomplish this we can simply add a term ('to Hap)

which transforms Hke the eighth component of the
octet"

3,8„,=g„,{—'Ao s+ sos), (4.19)

'3 Alternately, one could introduce a term in 8~ of the form
g+"~P&pq. An attempt to add terms of the form (1/2C)dao~
&& (EV»' &.'3+ g,.VP—V~") breaks Polncare invarlance. One
could also break S~(7(3) via an elementary Sfth interaction /see

which leaves HM&0 (os=os'+sX). Then

P' N gfs coo l3 g y —f gP+)td P (42O)

that is, V4, s, s, r& are not conserved. The (curl) equations
of motion for all the densities are unchanged.
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Chiral dynamics of the octet baryons is discussed, and a phenomenological chiral-invariant Lagrangian
is derived. It is noted that in a chiral-invariant Lagrangian for the octet baryons, the structure of the
axial-vector currents and the pattern of baryon-meson couplings are uniquely charactenzed by two free
parameters corresponding to Gg/Qy and the D/Ii ratio of the axial-vector currents. Nonleptonic hyperon
decays are discussed from the chiral-dynamics point of view. A discussion is given on the transformation
properties of the nonleptonic weak interactions under chiral transformations. Conditions under which the
usual current-algebra analyses are valid are elaborated.

I. INTRODUCTION
" 'N the present paper, we give a discussion on the
~ ~ construction of a phenomenological chiral-dynamics
Lagrangian' for the octet, baryons, and. consider non-
lcptonic decays of hypc1ons froIQ the point of vicvf of
chiral dynamics. Our views on chiral dynamics have
been expressed previously, ~ and the construction of the
chiral-dynamics Lagrangian we present here is a direct
generalization of the, material presented in Chap. IX
of Ref. 2.

The construction of the chiral-dynamics Lagrangian
for the nonet pseudoscalar mesons has been discussed by
Cron&n, 3 and &Bl be discussed from a slightly diGercnt
point of view by us in a separate communication. 4 The

' S. steinberg, Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 188 (1967);J. Schwinger,
Phys. Letters 24B, 473 (j.967); %'. A. Bardeen and B.%'. Lee
(to be published); L. S. Brown Phys. Rev. 163, 1802 (1967};J. Wess and B. Zumino, ibid 13, 1727 (1.967); B. W. Lee and
H. T. ¹eh,ibid 166, 1307 (1968)., and rekrences therein.

~ W. A. Bardeen and B.W. Lee, Ref. 1.
J.A. Cronin, University of Chicago, thesis, 1967 (unpublished).

4 W. A. Bardeen, B. W. Lee, and D. Majumdar (unpubhshed).

Lagrangian for the nonet pseudoscalar mesons is chiral
SU(3))&SU(3) invariant, save for the mass terms for
mesons, which make the hypothesis of partially con-
served axial-vector current L(PCAC): identity of the
divergence of the axial-vector current and the pion 6eld
in the sense of perturbative Lagrangian field theory)
exactly satisfied. for isospin axial-vector currents. To
this @re superimpose the chiral-invariant Lagrangian
for the octet baryons, vrhich then ensures the chiral
SU(3)XSU(3) structure of vector and axial-vector
currents, and PCAC for the isotopic-spin axial-vector
currents. s

Chiral dynamics of the octet baryons is discussed in
the next section. %e construct a model of the octet

~ Chiral-dynamics Lagrangian for the nonet pseudoscalar mes-
ons is in some sense unique, once the commutation relation be-
tween the axial current and and its divergence is specified. This
statement is exactly true for chiral SU(2) &SU(2), See Ref. 2
and L. S. Srown, Ref. 1. I understand that this point with re-
spect to SV(3)&(SU(3) and the uniqueness of baryon dynamics
will be discussed in a forthcoming paper by J.%'ess and B.Zumino.Iwish to express my thanks to Professor Zumino for this informa-
tion. See also related discussion by M. Levy, Nuovo Cimento 52,
23 (1967).
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baryons interacting with the nonet of pseudoscalar
mesons. The model contains two free parameters, corre-
sponding to G~/Gv and the D/F ratio of the axial-
vector currents. It is important to note that the princi-
ples of chiral dynamics and the number of independent
baryon degrees of freedom do not specify either of
these parameters. The expected correspondence between
the structures of the axial-vector currents and of the
baryon-pseudoscalar meson couplings t i.e., SU(3) ver-
sion of the Goldberger-Treiman relation) is of course
maintained.

In Sec. III we discuss nonleptonic decays of hyperons
from the chiral-dynamics point of view. First a thorough
discussion is given of the transformation properties of
nonleptonic weak interactions under chiral algebra. It
is emphasized that the almost chira1-invariant strong
interactions play an important role in enhancing the
strength of nonleptonic weak interactions, without
simultaneously altering its transformation properties
under chiral transformations. The standard results of
current-algebra analyses are reproduced under certain
assumptions. It is pointed out that the absence of
direct parity-conserving, derivative 8 Bx couplings'
with hS=+'I is essential to justify the usual current-
algebra analyses. The role of the parity-violating
B' B(AS=&1—) process, ' which is forbidden in the
SU(3) limit, is discussed.

Mp = (Z+ill), p,

Mp~ ——(Z —ilI),p. (2.1)

Here G is the 3)(3matrix representation for the pseudo-
scalar nonet, and Z is to be determined from the
constraint9

M@M ~=f '8~

M pPM„P= f„'I);~.

%e shall designate by Ep a set of nucleon
which transform like (8,1):

Np =DI+v~)N j.p (N).'= LN(1 —v~)3p

N p"= E(1—vs)Nj-p (N)-'= P(1+v~)jp

(2.2)

Gelds

(2.3)

'Here and in the following, 8 and 8' stand for baryons, ~
for pions.

7 A. Kumar and J. C. Pati, Phys. Rev, Letters 18, 1230 (1967),' Undotted superscripts (subscripts) are SU(3) cogredient
(contragredient) spinor mdices under Q"+Qp; dotted ones under
Qa Q&a wbere Qa~Qp —J'g gfP (g)~g a(g)g P c @ad g a

being octet vector and axial-vector currents. See Ref. 2.
' f is the pion-decay constant. See Refs. 2 and 4.

II. CHIRAL DYNAMICS OF OCTET BARYONS

%e 6rst discuss a chiral-dynamics Lagrangian for the
baryon octet. The pseudoscalar-meson Lagrangian will

be described elsewhere'; the addition of the pseudo-
scalar-meson Lagrangian to our scheme does not alter
our discussions below. %e shall assume the existence of
the nonet of pseudoscalar mesons belonging to the

(3,3)+(3,3) representation of the chiral algebra, so that8

It is possible to contruct other nucleon Qelds which
transform diBerently from (8,1) or (1,8). There are two
ways of constructing (3,3) and (3,3):

(Ng)p =(1/f )N„Mp"
= (1/f.)l (1+v~)N(Z+ill) j p

(Nj)p~ (1/——f )N„~Mp'
= (I/f-)I:(I —vs)N(z —'ll)]-p

(N2) p'—= (1/f )M„Np"'
= (1/f-)E(Z+ '11)(1—v )Nj-p,

(N2) p~ ——(1/f )M„'Np"
= (1/f.)[(Z-'11)(1+v )Nj.p.

Vfe are now in a position to write down a Lagrangian
for massive octet baryons which is chiralSU(3) XSU(3)
invariant. The baryon part of the Lagrangian is

Zs= ', (1 u-g e—2)[N—priv BN P+Np~iv 8N Pj

+l P(N)p'~v &(N) P+(N)'iv &(N).']
+k~~L(N2)p'iv ~(N2) P+(N2)p iv ~(N~) Pj (25)
—x~L(N~)P(N~)-'+ (N~) p'(Nm)-'

+ (N2) P(N~)-'+ (N2) p" (N~)-'3

Equation (2.5) is not the most general chiral-invariant

structure, but it is suKciently general for our discus-
sions. The parameters a~ and em in Kq. (2.5) are arbi
trary. Eq. (2.5) may be cast in a simpler form:

Zg=TrD1 nq nq)—Eiv—ON+aviv BNj

+cxgNgzv'8N2 2fÃ(¹N1+—¹N2)j I (2 6)
where

Ng (1/f )N (——2+iiIVI) =—(1/f ) (NZ+iV~NII),

Np- (1/f )(Z—illv5)N—. (2.'l)

Actually it is more convenient to de6ne the baryon
6eld B in such a way that the "mass" term in Kq. (2.6)
becomes diagonaP':

s Tr(¹Ng+¹Nm)=TrBB.

To this end we consider a unitary transformation (which

depends on the pseudoscalar 6elds nonlinearly) on N:

N= U(iilv, )BUt(irrv, ), (2 9)
such that

Ut(iIIVg) = U '(iIIVg) = U(—iiIV5). (2.10)

Under this class of unitary transformations, we have

TrÃt/= TrSjtlg= TrXgtEp ——TrBtB
and

—,
' Tr (¹Ng+¹N2)= (1/f,')

XTrN(Z —iilvg)N(Z+illvs) = (1/f„')
XTrBLU(Z —iIIvs) U]B/Ut(Z+illv5) Utg.

'0 We wish to emphasize, as in Refs. i and 2, the fact that it is
largely irrelevant which one of the canonically equivalent fields we
consider to be the baryon field, insofar as the perturbative con-
struction of the S matrix on the mass shell is concerned.
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(2.11)

Equation (2.11) implies that

Fquation (2.8) is, &erefore, obtained if we choose gian maybe ~it«n as
U so that &,t I= —s»LV(&'¹+&I'&)

U{iIIys)(Z —iIIys)U(iIIys) =1 +5(NSs'+¹N4)j
= ——,'Tr[yB(U~U+U"5Ut)B

f +Z'll/s( +EBB(U~U+UthUt)) (2.1V)
U(rr~, )=

~ ~

1+irr»
2f„ 1 E f.+Zi Tr(—yBlLB+8BB')+O(IP).

The parameters y and 5 are related to the baryon
mass differences:

Zn Tr(Big——8B EBB+—Big Ls&BJ
+(1—aI—as)Bv.Lp" B3

+(aI—as)By„{P,B}), (2.13)

s"= :)U/8"U—+U8"Utj
=Li/2(2f-)'X»8""3+O(~')

p»=(1/2i)fUt8"U U8"—Utj
=(1/2f.}q8"a+O(rP).

(2.14}

In order to characterize the breaking of the SU(3)
symmetry we must adjoin a mass-breaking term which
transformslike)sunder SU(3) to theLagrangian(2. 13).
We must pause here, hovvever, to discuss hoar the mass-
breaking term transforms under chiral SU(3)XSU(3).
Simple possibilities are that it transforms like the chiral
SU(2)XSU(2) invariant part of a {3,3)(3, 3) repre-
sentation or a (8,1)Q(1,8). Consequences of either as-
signment are very similar, and vre choose to discuss the
6rst possibility in some detail. The matrix

U'(iIIys)=(1/f. )(Z+i1Iys),
U+'(iIIys) =(1/f )(Z—ilIys).

Equation (2.5) may be written in terms of the baryon
6eld 8:

(2.18)

It is noteworthy that the mass-breaking term (2.1&)
does not induce changes in pseudovector-MO. Vertices
)This, incidentally, is true also for the other assign-
ment, (8,1)(1, 8).g

Thc 1Qtcx'actloD 0'f thc pscudoscalar mesons with thc
baryons is described, to second order in II, by the
phenoxncnologlcal Lagrangian

20!g
— Tr8~„~&(8"1I)

(2.19)

i
TrBy„LLII,8&1Ij,Bj.

2(2f-)'
The nucleon-pion coupling constant {pseudoscalar
coupling) g is given by

g/2m~=(1 —2as)/2f . (2.20)

The part of the axial-vector current arising from the
baryon Lagrangian Zs, namely, (A„e)s, ismost readily
computed from Eq. (2.6). Under in6nitesimal axial-
isocharge transformations the 6eMs X, E», and E~
transform as

(~)P=—

b„N= —»f-', X,Ã'a). ,

8„¹=ps{',X,—NI}(u-,

5„Ps=+ps{', X",Fs}(o.,-
(2.21)

is a mixture of (—',, rs) and (0,0) of chiralSU(2)XSU(2),
so that if we were to use (Xs)p" and (Xs)sl to construct
the mass-breaking term, the term wouM also destroy
the chiral SU(2)XSU(2) symmetry. Since we assume
the isospin chiral symmetry is broken only by the pion
mass term (PCAC), we shall instead use the matrix

= —sL~(&s)s' —&s j (216)

(A„)n=(1—at—as) TrNysy„Ps&, Ã]
+at Tr¹ysy„{-',X",¹}

—as Tr¹ysy„{-',Xe,Xs}, (2.22a)

=(1—2a) TrBysy (-'X )B
—(1—2aI) TrBysy„B(ask )+O(II). (2.22b)

By construction, the axial-vector currents satisfy the
commutation relations of SU(3)XSU(3). We recognize
the relation"

I=i—2as,
(Gvi

(2.23)which transforms like 81 under SU(3) and which Is
invariant under isospin chiral transformations. "One recognhes the combination of Eqs. (2.20) snd (2.23) ssThus the baryon mass-splitting term in the Lagran- the Goldberger-Treiman relation.
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and the fact that the D/F ratios of the axial-vector
currents and the baryon-meson (pseudovector) cou-
plings are the same:

(Dy D Qg C2

&F & sxiai F pseulioveotor 1 rrt rrs

In concluding this section, we emphasize that once
we identify the number of baryon degrees of freedom,
which transforms irreducibly under SU(3), the pattern
of the baryon-meson couplings, Eq (2. , 19) and the
structure of the axial-vector current, Eq. (2.22b), are
uniquely characterized by two parameters a& and n2,
or equivalently, by G~/Gv and the (D/F) ratio, Eq.
(2.24). LThis statement is to be contrasted with the
naive expectation that, if the baryons belong to
(8,1)+(1,8), the (D/F) ratio is zero, while if they belong
to (3,3)+ (3,3) the (F/D) ratio is zero; or, to assign the
baryons to a mixture of (8,1)+(1,8) and (3,3)+(3,3)
called for the existence of another set of baryons. ]
The transformation properties of the baryons J3 under
chiral transformations are characterized by a represen-
tation in terms of a local, nonlinear function of the
pseudoscalar-meson fields, ' since

LQ" B(*)]=LQ.-,U'~(*)U]
= F-(i~,rr(~)),B(~)], (2.25)

where Qs =J'Isa Ase(x) is the generator of the axial-
charge transformation, and "
F (iVsil(&)) =LQs, U'(iVsII(&) HU(iVsll(&))

—Ut(i&,11(x))~,(-,') -)U(i~,rr(z)). (2.26)

We note also that 8„8does not transform like J3. The
quantity that does is

Ut (sysII) (ri„S)U(iysII) = ri„B+[UtB„U,B]
=~.B+Ls.+ips B]=DsB, —

which may be called the "covariant derivative" of
chiral dynamics. "

III. NONIEPTONIC DECAYS OF HYPERONS

As an application of the preceding considerations,
we shall discuss nonleptonic decays of the hyperons. '4

We shall assume the current)(current interaction as
being responsible for nonleptonic decays. As discussed
elsewhere, " the current)&current Lagrangian trans-
forms like a mixture of 8 and 27 under SU(3), if the
currents are of the Cabibbo type. "The Cabibbo cur-

'~ This 'observation is due to W. A. Bardeen and we borrow his
argument. LSee also, S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. 166, 1568 (1968).gI thank Dr. Bardeen for informing me of his results in advance of
publication,

's Oi course pQp, Ut (ivsII)g is a function of the II iield.
'4 See, for previous reviews on the subject, for instance, B. W.

Lee, in Proceedings of the Argonne International Conference on
Weak Interactions, Argonne National Laboratory Report No,
ANL-7130, 1965, p. 421 (unpublished)."¹Cabibbo, Phys. Rev. Letters 10, 531 (1963); B. %. Lee,
ibid. 12, 83 (1964).

rents are in turn a representation (8,1) of the chiral
algebra. Once one accepts the premise of the current
)(current theory, then experimental indications are
that the octet part of the interaction is selectively en-
hanced, "with, perhaps, an accompanying suppression'
of the 27 part. '~ Since the enhancement is presumed to
be due to the intervention of strong interactions"
which are almost chiral invariant (except for the finite
mass of the pseudoscalar mesons), it is reasonable to
assume that the dominant part of the nonleptonic weak
interactions transforms like (8,1) under chiral SU(3)
XSU(3). CF invariance of the weak interactions then
dictates that it transform like ()is)s ."

In constructing the phenomenological Lagrangian
for nonleptonic decays of hyperons, we will be guided by
the following considerations. We shall first consider non-
derivative form of the Lagrangian, which gives the
"smoothest" amplitudes in pion momentum, and show
that this gives the "classical" results of Hara and
Nambu, "and Brown and Sommerfield. ~ We shall then
relax the condition that phenomenological vertices be
momentum-independent, and allow couplings involving
first derivatives of fields. In this case, we will reproduce
essentiaOy the results of Kumar and Pati~ under a
rather restrictive additional condition.

There are two nonderivative, CE-conserving cou-
plings which transform like the member (Xs)s of (8,1)
under chiral algebra, which are capable of mediating
processes: B'—& B and B'~ B+rr. These are

ZNLi'& =—,
' (d—f) Tr[E(1 ys) (Z+—iII)1V(Z iII))is—

yE(1yq, ) (Z —irf)lit&, (Z+slI)]
+-', (d+ f) TrgÃ(1 —ys)Xs(Z+iil)E(2+iII)

(3.1)
+E(1+~s)(Z —irr)) siIt(Z+ill)]

;(d f)-Tr&-BB)„+(i/2f.)BBP„II])
+ '(d+ f) Tr(—B)~sB+(i/2f )BLX,,II]B}+O(mrs)

and, where d and f are free parameters, Eq. (3.1) states
the essential results of Refs. 19 and 20 that the parity-
violating (s-wave) decay amplitudes are related to the
parity-conserving B'-+ B (AS= +1) transition by the
substitution rule

(i/2f )Ps,ii] —+ Xs. (3.2)

To compute the s- and P-wave amplitudes we must in-

corporate Eqs. (2.19) and (3.1), and compute them to
order f '. The results are essentially those of Lee and
Swift" based on a dynamicaI. model. We record

M. Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 155 (1964)."H. T. Nieh (to be published).
» M. Gell-Mann, Ref. 16; R. F. Dashen, S. C. Frautschi, M.

Gell-Mann, and Y. Hara, in The Eightfold 8'ay, edited by M. Gell-
Mann and Y. Ne'eman (%.A. Benjamin, Inc.„New York, 1964)."Y. Hara, Y. Nambu, and J. Schechter, Phys. Rev. Letters 16,
380 (1966)."L S. Brown and C. Sommerfield, Phys. Rev. Letters 16,
751 (1966); S. Badier and C. Bonchiat, Phys. Letters 20, 529
(1966)."B.W. Lee and A. R. Swift, Phys. Rev. 136, B228 (1964).
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the results":

mg mg 2 2

~1 G.~m, +m.8(~)= ~—
I f„Gvi 2@X mz —m~

(3f+d) C(2—x)-

and

A(h ')= (i/4&Sf)( d—3—f),
A(z,+)=o,
A (Z:)= (i/2@2f) (d f)—,
~ (-""=)= (i/4~f) (d—3f)

(3.4)

1 Gg)mz+m~ 3(d—f)
8(Z +)=i —

~
(1+x)

f. Gvi 6~ 5$+

(3f+d)

5$g Sly

t' 1 G~) m, +ms - (3f+d)
8(~=)=

I

—
I

(1+*)
kf Gvi 6@2 ma —mN

(d f) — 6XC
(1—x)+

fÃy, —SS~ P& —PA:-

f 1 Gg)ms+ma (3f—d)
8(= -)=i~—

&f. Gvi 2vS mz —ma

(d+f) C(1—2X')
(1+x)—

g~ —ga

(3.3)

where A and 8 are the usual invariant s-wave and
p-wave amplitudes'4; the term proportional to C is the
E-pole contribution with C denoting the strength of
the E-m transition; and x is defined so that

t Dq ~Dy

x ~+ isxial ~~ i pseudoveator

in Eq. (2.24).
When we allow terms linear in the first derivatives of

fields, there are 12 additional terms which have the de-
sired transformation properties under CI' and chiral
SU(3)XSU(3) transformations. These terms are re-
corded in the Appendix. When we expand these terms
in the particle fields 8 and m, we obtain 3.2 independent
terms which mediate the processes 8' —+ 8 and
8' -+ 8+s (DS=&1).Collecting these terms, we write
the addition to ZNL&'& in Eq. (3.1).

gNL&'&=st(d' —f') Tr{Biy 88hs+(i/2f)Big 8BPg,7r5+H. c.)+ts(d'+f') Tr{Bhsiy 88
+(i/2f)BLhs, s5iy 88+H.c.)+-,'(d"—f")Tr{Bysiy 88hs+(i/2f)B&si& 88Lhs, s5+H.c.)
+ ', (d"+f")T-r{Bhsysiy 88+ (i/2 f)BP)„,rr5ysiy 88+H.c.)+atB+~,8„rr5+y&B+asBy„BP,,8&rr5+

+a,87„8 ~8h, +a,B~„h,88 xyb, Bth„8„~5,y,~ 8+be,y„BP„8~5,+b,B~,y„8 ~Bh,
+b4Bysy„hs88&rr. (3.5)

We shall make several remarks on the Lagrangian (3.5):
(1) The erst two terms are equivalent on the mass

shell to Eq. (3.1) in SU(3) limit. In broken SU(3),
these terms give a Grst-order deviation from Eq. (3.1)
proportional to baryon mass di8erences.

(2) The third and fourth terms vanish identically on
the mass shell in the SU(3) limit. This is in accordance
with the observation of Gell-Mann' and I.ee and
Swift' that in this limit the parity-violating process
8'-+ 8 (ES=&1) is forbidden if the interaction re-
sponsible transforms like hs. In broken SU(3), this
process is allowed and is of the first order in the sym-
metry breaking. These two terms could represent phe-
nomenologically the mechanism proposed by Kumar
and Pati, in which the parity-violating dS= +1 tran-
sition 8' —+ 8 is mediated by 8' —+8+Pre (strong
interactions) followed by Ere~ vacuum Lthe latter

"These results differ from those of Refs. 19 and 20 by the
E-meson pole term. Since X mesons are coupled to the baryons
derivatively Lsee Eq. (2.19)], the It'-meson pole contributions
vanish in the soft-pion limit.

process is also of the first order in the SU(3) symmetry
breaking). In the phenomenological approach one need
not commit oneself to any particular underlying mecha-
nism for this transition.

(3) The first four terms clearly satisfy the soft-pion
limit applied to nonleptonic decays of hyperons, i.e.,
the processes 8'-+ 8+II and 8'-+ 8 (both 6S=+1)
are related by substitution rule (3.2).

(4) The parity-violating derivative couplings (terms
multiplied by a s) vanish in the SU(3) limit. They are
first order in symmetry breaking on the mass shell.
These couplings vanish in the soft-pion limit.

(5) The parity-conserving derivative couplings (terms
multiplied by b s) vanish in the soft-pion limit. How-
ever they are of the zeroth order in the SU(3) breaking.
Therefore the presence of these terms is catastrophic
and invalidates the usual current-algebra analyses.
The extant current algebra analyses -make the tacit as
sumption that these terms are absent.

Thus the "success" of the current algebra with re-
gard to the nonleptonic hyperon decays must be
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my —mg 5'—kg
+ (gr+,3')

mx+mN mp+mN

(1 Gg)ms mph'

2'(Z~+) = i
~

—
~

— (I+x) 3(f"—d")
5f Gvk 6V2

wg —mQ 5$g—st~
X —(d"+3f")

my+ m~ m~+m~

G+lmz —mN
A'(Z:) =—

i~

&f. Gv/ 642

(3.6)

+3(f"—d")(1—x)
ms+mar

(1 Gg)tttg —mg mg —mg
~'(=":)= —il —

~

(d"3f")
&f Gv& 2& — mg+m~

SSg SSQ
+(d"+f")(1+*)

mg+mx
and

8'(A ') = (i/4Pf~)(mg —m~)( —d"-3f"),
8'(Z,+)=0,
8'(Z:)= (i/2v2f ) (ms m~) (d"—f"), —
8'(-:)= (i/4V3 f )(I,g mp) (d" 3f"—)—(3.7)

Equation (3.6) and (3.7) are to be added to Eqs. (3.4)
and (3.3), respectively. The numerical comparison of
this model with experiment was performed by Kumar
and Pati, ' and we shall not repeat that here. There is a
minor difference between our expressions (3.3), (3.4),
(3.6), and (3.7), and the corresponding ones in Kumar

and Pati. This diGerence stems from the fact that

understood in the light of the comment (5) above. The
salient feature of including derivative couplings (3.5)
is that it allows the parity-violating AS=&1 process8'» 8 )see comments (2) and (3)j. Contributions of
the third and fourth terms of Eq. (3.5) to hyperon
decays have already been considered by Kumar and
Pati. Denoting these contributions to the s- and p-wave
amplitudes by A' and 8', we have

( 1 Gg'%tmy m~—
A'(A ') = —iJ —

f
(d"—f")(1+x)

I f.Gv) AS'

Kumar and Pati assume the pseudoscalar baryon-
meson couplings obey SU(3), while our consideration
in the previous section dictates that it be the pseudo-
vector couplings that obey the SU(3) pattern. This
diGerence is insignificant numerically, however.
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APPENDIX

The 12 independent derivative couplings for non-

leptonic decays of hyperons, which are CP-invariant
and transform like (Xp)p, may be written as

(g)p&& BN„p(I,):+H.c (Ai)

(g)p-(I,)„Pi& aN. +H.c. , (A2)

(N)p~(Xg)„pip 8(Nx) "+Hc. (A3)

(¹)piy 8(N&).~(z,) "+H c , . . (A4)

(g~)p~(Q)„pip 8(N2) "+H.c. , (A5)

(g)pi& 8(N,),p(~,).+H.c. , (A6)

gp~»(N, )pi(a»M)), "(g)."+'H.c , (.A7)

g;~&„(N,),p(z,), i(B»M)."+H.c., (Ag)

Np ~»i(a»M);P(N, )&'(g) "+H.c., (A9)

g;&„(~,)„P(N,);(ia M).I+H.c , (A1O.)

gp7„(X,).p(ia»M)I" (Nm)."+H.c., (A11)

g,~7„(ia»M),~(Z,), (N,).~+H.c. (A1.2)

CI' invariance of the above expressions follows from

PC Np~(x, t)C-'P-'= C(N P)'( xt)—
where C is a 4X4 matrix satisfying Cp~C '= —pf, ', and

the superscript t refers to the transposition in the Dirac
SP1110r sPaceq RIll

PC M (x t)C-'P'= M,~(—-x,t) .

The definitions of Nq and Ns appear in Eqs. (2.4a) and

(2.4b). To show the completeness of the above 12 ex-

pressions, it is necessary to keep in mind the identities

Mp M„~=f„'8, ,

Mp M;P= f '8„'

from which foQow

(B„Mp")M,~=My~(a»M„t'), etc.


